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EDIT ORIAL DE P AR T M E N T NOT E
W e are always interested in wh a t t h e other fellow is doing.
Every subject becomes more interesting as we progress from
the statement of general principles to the application of these
principles to a specific situation. Articles dealing with such
specific applications, often called case studies or case histories,
have appeared frequ ently in the N. A. C. A. Bulletin. Ma ny
of these articles have dealt with the application of sta nda rd
cost principles. But we feel no hesitancy in presenting in this
issue of the Bulletin another case study dealing with standard costs, for we feel that our readers will find the present
exposition by George N. Benoit, of our Springfield Chapter,
both interesting and instructive. Mr. Benoit was educated at
Northeastern University and holds the B. C. S. degree from
that institution. Fo r eight years after his gradu ation lie was
employed as an industrial accountant by the Fisk Rubber Co.
Next followed a year of public accounting, and three yea rs
on the a ccounting sta ff of the Westinghou se Electric & Ma nu facturing Co. Fo r the last ten years Mr. Benoit has been
Supervisor of the Cost Department, of Gilbert and Ba rker
Ma nu factu ring Co., West Springfield, Ma ss.
He is a t p re se nt
Director of Employment for our Springfield Chapter.
The second a rticle in this issu e a lso dea ls with sta ndard costs.
It is a presentation of the advantage and disadva ntages of
cu rrent or idea l sta nda rd costs a s compa red with ba sic sta nda rd
costs. T he au thor of this article is Fra ncis I. Heinen, whose
education in the field of accounting has been gained through
eight yea rs of private tutoring, extension and su mmer school
work. Beginning college with the idea of prepa ring for the profession of dentistry, Mr. Heinen enter ed the newspaper field to
gain resources to continu e his education. A chance association
with a su ccessfu l pra ctitioner of pu blic a ccou nting led to a n interest in newspaper accounting. His interest in this field has
continu ed, a nd he is a t present Au ditor of the Freeport Jou rna l Sta nda rd Publishing Co. of Freeport, Ill. Mr. Heinen is at
present Director of Pro gr a m for ou r Rockford Cha pter.
COPYRIGHTED BY THE
NAT IONAL ASSOCIAT ION OF
COST AC C O UN T AN T S
DECEMBER 1, 1935

SETTING STANDARD COSTS IN A METAL - WORKING
PLANT
By George N. Benoit, Supervisor, Cost Department,
Gilbert & Barker Manufacturing Co., West Springfield, Mass.
HE standard cost system, parts of which are about to be deTscribed,
is used in a plant whose manufacturing and assembly
problems are similar to those of an automobile company, but the
accounting and control problem is complicated by three separate
factors:
i . The fact that we make five distinct lines of products, one
of which consists of many different specialties.
2. An annual change of models in two of the lines.
3. The fact that, although we are geared up for mass production, quite frequently, even in the production of our standard lines,
we have to accept the grief that goes with job shop methods.
I will spend no time preaching the gospel of standard costs
because by this time the advantages of standard costs are already
well established in the minds of nearly every member of the Association. My subject also will not include standard costs as applied
to distribution expenses or the projection of variations in profits
or losses. I also believe you would be more interested in the how
of our standard costs rather than the why. I have, therefore, developed a specific standard cost with a set of hypothetical figures
and will build my article around that standard factory cost.
What We Expect ofStandard Costs
In general we expect the same results from our standard costs
as other companies who use them. We expect our standards to:
i . Provide the information with which selling prices are compared.
2. Provide inventory values.
3. Provide the management with a method of measuring and
controlling factory and sales operating efficiency.
In order to accomplish these purposes the cost department has
the following functions:
i . Making preliminary cost estimates.
2. Establishing standard costs, new and revised.
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3. Making special cost comparisons and analyses.
4. Preparing information for selling prices of new equipment,
repair parts, special apparatus and castings, and sometimes establishing selling prices subject to approval of the management.
5. Preparing vouchers to account for changes in inventory accounts resulting from changes in standard costs and estimated
cost of sales.
6. Maintaining complete selling price records.
Our cost department has other duties, including pricing customers' orders, checking of billing, and pricing all inventory ins
and outs; but, as they are not strictly of a cost department nature
and usually are performed in other divisions, I will not touch upon
them further.
The Product Described
Just a word about the product whose cost we are discussing.
If you refuel your car at a modern service station equipped to comply with the most rigid rules of both the Underwriters' Laboratories and Sealers of Weights and Measures and if the equipment
is of the most modern type, the gasoline is dispensed through an
electric computing meter pump. The general specifications of the
machine might be listed as follows:
Rotary pump with in -built filter, of non - corrosive internal parts,
driven by an explosion -proof / to ,113 horse power motor.
Displacement piston type meter with a computing mechanism
which registers the price per gallon, the gallons delivered and the
value in dollars and cents of the sale.
A mechanism which separates air from the gasoline.
A device to indicate that the gasoline is flowing from the meter
through the hose to your car.
Necessary piping, electric and operating devices.
A chassis with housing which we think is beautiful.
Certain customers, particularly in the foreign field, require an
auxiliary hand attachment to provide for the possible failure of
the electric current. Because this hand attachment has few but
varied parts, I have chosen it as our sample standard cost.
Exhibit i at the end of this article is a photograph of a blueprint for R -4093, hand drive support and pulley assembly. This
not only will give you an idea of how the apparatus looks but it
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also shows the general design and exact location of the parts whose
costs, with two exceptions, will be shown in detail. In addition
to the drawing of the assembly R -4093, its component parts are
illustrated on individual drawings and listed on a bill of material.
This is, of course, simply standard practice as carried out in most
modern mechanical plants today.
Foundry Costs
Some time ago we were asked by the Gray Iron Founders' Society if we had installed the Uniform Cost and Estimating System as recommended by that Society and if not, why not. Part
of our answer might have been as follows: "We ha ve not installed the Uniform Cost and Estimating System because we believe that our Standard Unit Cost System combined with an actual
lot -order cost system, both of which we have operated for several
years, supply the same information as would the Uniform System,
but more promptly and accurately."
We believe that Exhibit z might serve as a valuable bit of evidence to support our contention. It is a foundry unit standard cost
of N- 7551-X, hand drive pulley.
The material cost of the casting, which is the cost of the poured
metal, is the product of its weight and the standard cost per pound
of the poured mixture from which it is made. How this standard
cost per pound is arrived at is quite a subject in itself and time
will not permit of our going into it. In this case, it happens to
be $.017 per pound. The standard weight, 7 pounds multiplied
by $.017 gives a standard unit material cost of the casting of $.119,
which you will find posted in its space in the lower right corner.
Standard Labor Costs Under a Standard Time and Bonus System
Our standard labor costs are built upon our standard time and
bonus system. A standard time based on time study is allowed
for each operation and bonuses on hourly base rates are paid at
varying degrees of efficiency. In the foundry we expect that labor
will be i 0 0 % efficient. In the factory we base our standards on
an average efficiency of 95%.
The standard times allowed for each operation are stated on
what we call a bonus chart which is simply a contract between
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the operator and the company stating the time allowed per unit of
production and the bonuses which will be paid at the varying degrees of efficiency. If you will refer to the Foundry Casting Cost
for hand drive pulley number N- 7551 -X, you will observe that the
bonus chart for molding allows 4.34 minutes. The bonus chart
for shaking the casting from the mold allows .86 minutes and the
sum of the charts for cleaning is 1.76 minutes. These minutes are
converted to hours, the standard labor rate for each department is
posted in the space provided, the standard times and standard rates
multiplied and a standard labor cost of $.o89 is arrived at. The
standard burden cost is arrived at in the same manner.
The sum of the material, the labor and the burden gives a total
cost of $.377• For each casting, number N- 7551 -X produced in
the foundry, process material accounts are credited $.11g, direct
labor accounts are credited $.o8g, burden accounts are credited
$.16g and the storehouse account for gray iron castings is charged
$.377. As these castings are drawn from the storehouse and
moved to the machine shop, a requisition is written and the inventory account is credited $.377 and the process account charged
$•377 for each casting moved.
Setting Labor Rates
A word about rates should be said at this point. Standard rates
for labor and burden are arrived at, usually at the first of each
year, in the conventional manner.
In the case of labor, total direct pay rolls departmentalized, divided by total direct hours, gives the average actual labor rate for
any given department. This actual rate for the previous year
modified by a rate of reduction or increase contemplated in the
following year becomes the standard labor rate per man -hour for
the period and department under consideration. For example,
let us assume in Department "A" that our pay roll records for 1934
reveal the following information:
Direct Man -Hours 122,000.
Direct Labor Pay Roll $go,000.
$90,000 = 1 2 2 , 0 0 0 = $ . 738, average rate per man -hour; and
that a general increase of 5% to compensate for higher living costs
is contemplated. Then 1059'0 of $ 7 38 ° $ 7 7 5 • We would make
340
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our standard labor rate for Department "A" $.78 per hour for
1935•

Setting Burden Rates
Before standard rates for burden are established a careful forecast of production is broken down into departmental man - hours.
How this breakdown is made is illustrated near the end of this
discussion. From the number of expected man-hours by departments it is possible to budget the elements of variable expense and
determine the expected unabsorbed burden. This might be illustrated as follows:
Total (irreducible) non - variable expense...................... a
Total budgeted variable expense.............................. b
Total forecast of productive man hours....................... c
Total normal productive man hours.......................... d
C

d times a plus b, divided by c or
ca + b
d

equals standard burden rate

We appreciate, for example, that an automatic screw machine
operator has a higher earned rate than a drill press hand and that
on theory alone, it is incorrect to group these men in the same department as we do. We also appreciate that the equipment and
power factor for a heavy punch press and for a hand - bending
brake are quite different. If we were a jobbing shop and we were
selling the product of an individual machine we would naturally
hesitate to quote from costs computed with grouped departmental
rates. However, our departments are separated both as to kind of
product and equipment used and we have found from practice that
when the final cost of the complete piece of apparatus is computed,
we get little or no difference whether we break down our departments any finer or not.

Standard Operation Costs for a Unit Part
Exhibit 3 (front and reverse) of the sample standard cost
carries over the standard casting cost already computed and shows
the cost of machining the pulley. As you will observe, on the re341
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verse there are five different operations shown. Th e "D" group
is considered as one department.
In the case of machining or assembly operations, these are
listed for each part or piece of finished apparatus on what we call
an operation sheet. When this operation sheet is typed, a carbon
copy is made on the back of our standard cost form. This saves
writing by a cost man and also places the responsibility for the
correct operations and standard times being used for standard
costs in the engineering department where it properly belongs. I
should say in passing, however, that a good cost man does not accept an engineering routing or standard time as the final word. He
is expected to use some judgment and to question any method or
standard time which does not appear to be efficient or economical.
This operation sheet states the work to be done, the standard
time which will be allowed to do it, the machine on which it will
be done and usually the set -up which will be allowed for each order.
There are occasions when for one reason or another, no bonus
chart has been established for an operation. In those cases, an estimate is made of the time and this becomes the basis of the standard
cost. This estimating can be done to a remarkably high degree of
accuracy because of elemental standards built up from the experience of our time -study engineers and records of machine speeds
and feeds.
The man - minutes are added and summarized by departments,
divided by .95 and the set -up is added to this total. In this case
production is quite small, ioo per order. The total standard set -up
in department "D" is 5io minutes, which divided by ioo gives a
unit set -up time of 5.10 minutes. These man- minutes are converted into hours, multiplied by the standard rates and the labor
and burden cost are found in the same manner as in the case of
the casting.
Exhibit 4 of your sample standard cost is for the hand drive
support. The blueprint and the bill of material indicate that this
part is made of seven gauge hot rolled steel 4" wide and 18/" long
and that 84 can be made from a sheet 48" wide and 133" long.
Accounting for Standard Material Costs
As production material or parts are purchased, a block is
stamped on a copy of the invoice and the following information
342
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posted thereon: The standard cost per unit, the total standard cost
which is the product of the unit standard cost and the quantity
purchased, the actual cost which is the amount of the bill less cash
discounts plus freight and the .variance (debit or credit) which is
the difference between the standard purchased cost and the actual
cost. This variance is accumulated on a side record and accounted
something as follows:
Inventory accounts are charged at standard cost. As the inventory accounts, largely by accident and partly by design, are divided
by the product into which the purchased part will be assembled
eventually, the side record of variance by inventory accounts can
be vouchered monthly to cost of sales accounts which in turn are
divided by kinds of product. I imagine that there are tax - minded
accountants or textbook theorists who might question this procedure. I might add that we violate neither tax laws nor accepted
accounting practice.
What we are interested in for the moment is how the standard
cost is arrived at. We are, of course, a metal working shop and
the sheets, bars and plates of steel that we use in our product have
their base prices quoted weekly in either The Iron Age or other
metal trade journals. The first of each year our entire storehouse
inventory is reviewed and the standard costs per pound or per
piece are established, based on public knowledge, contracts with our
vendors and the ability of our management, including the purchasing and cost departments, to prognosticate.
Illustrating the Calculation of Material Standards
All purchased material variances as reflected on the face of invoices are reviewed and approved in the cost department and wide
differences are noted. If the conditions warrant, standards are
changed and the storehouse accounts adjusted. Why this check
is made in the cost department can be brought out by further
considering the case of the sheet of steel from which N- 7387 -X
is made.
As hereinbefore stated, the bill of material specifies the use of
a sheet 7 gauge, which converted to the U. S. Standard Weight
Gauge thickness is .1838" thick, 48" wide and 133" long. The base
price today of sheet steel is $1.85 per hundred weight. According
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to the table of "extras" published by the American Iron and Steel
Institute, 7 gauge is a base gauge, 48" is a base width and 133" is
a base length. Therefore, if we were buying this sheet in Pittsburgh the price would be $.o185 per pound. But as we are to use
it in Springfield we must add $.0038 per pound for freight which
gives a total of $.0223 per pound. But we use and cost this sheet
by the piece, which is a very important point to bear in mind.
Tables of weights for this class of sheet indicate that it will
average to weigh 7.497 pounds per square foot. 48" by 133" equals
4 4 / square feet which when multiplied by 7.497 Pounds gives a
standard weight per sheet of 332.36 pounds. Multiplying this
standard weight by the standard cost per pound of $.0223 arrived
at above we get a standard cost per sheet of $7.41. This is the
standard unit cost with which the invoices are priced. Inasmuch
as we are billed by the pound, the variance reflected on the face of
the invoice may consist of two factors: 1. a variation in price and
2. a variation from standard weights. If there is no price variation,
and the invoice still shows a variance, then the steel mill has rolled
the sheets too heavy which is to their advantage, of course. As a
matter of fact, we are able to control purchasing policy to a large
extent by comparing the weight variances of various suppliers. We
find that some mills are able to roll closer to our specifications than
others. Those other mills, of course, are the ones we try to avoid
as a source of supply.
Sonae Advantages

of this Method

There are other incidental advantages to handling material purchases in this manner. We have an added check on vendor's billing and on purchasing department's price checking. Let us suppose that we buy an electrical fitting for $ 1 list less 3o and 2 0° o.
If this is the first purchase and it is agreed by the purchasing department that future purchases will be on the same basis, the
standard unit cost becomes $.56. Let us suppose that the next
billing is at $ 1 less 3o and 1 0fo. Either the vendor has made a
mistake, and billing clerks can make them, and our purchasing department under pressure of routine has passed the invoice, or insufficient quantity was purchased to entitle us to the additional
10 fo discount. The difference becomes very conspicuous because
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it is computed on the face of the invoice. After all standard costs
are justified by the law of exceptions.
We have computed the standard cost of the sheet in question at
$7.41 . As one sheet will make 84, the standard unit material cost
of N- 7387 -X becomes $.088 and is so indicated.
Exhibits 5, 6 and 7 which are standard costs for K-47399-X,
K-4740 3-X and K- 47402 -X respectively, have been covered in
principle by the discussion of the two previous standard costs.
Making the Necessary Allowances
I would like to pause for a moment, however, and discuss the
method used and the basis for the standard unit material cost for
K-47399-X covered by Exhibit 5. This is made from Riverside
Bronze, 1y8" in diameter and 3" long, cut off included. This is a
comparatively expensive material and the control of production
costs becomes proportionately more important.
Available to the members of the organization is a Book of
Standards, one page of which is entitled "Cut Off and Bar End
Allowance." This page states that a bronze bar 1 / " in diameter
cut off on a screw machine may require a cut off tool 3/16" wide.
This 3/16" added to the finished length of the piece, 2 13/16 ",
gives 3 ", which is indicated under "Material Specifications" on the
standard cost. This same page also states that bars 1Y8" in
diameter cut off on a hand screw machine will require a loss of 1"
per bar for chucking and squaring the end which loss is called
"Bar End Loss."
Ten feet or 120" minus 1" equals I I g inches, divided by 3"
equals 39; $11.78, the cost of a 10' bar, divided by 39 equals $.302,
the unit standard material cost.
If the operator is wasteful of this material, or if he uses a wider
than standard cut -off tool to gain speed for his operation, the excess material consumed will be reflected on the actual cost. How
this is discovered will be discussed later.
In order to facilitate the work of computing material costs, tables
were prepared showing costs per bar or strip of various kinds of
steel and brass and the face of the standard cost form was so
prepared as to indicate the method of computing the unit material cost. As base prices are changed it is a relatively simple
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matter to change these tables which are produced by the hectograph or mimeograph process. In other words, we have reduced
the clerical work necessary to compute a unit material cost by
standardization of methods within the cost department.
The "cost per to feet" in the case of K- 47403 -X and K- 47402 -X
is obtained from a set of these tables in the hands of each cost man.
Exhibit 8 is the standard cost we have been approaching. You
will observe at the bottom a heading "Standard Parts Summaries."
Here are posted the material, labor, and burden costs and the
standard man -hours for its component parts plus the standard cost
of the parts purchased. The sum of these component costs becomes
the standard material cost of R -4093. In other words, for each
R -4093 produced there is moved from stores to the assembly department $3.694 worth of parts.
When we add the labor and burden costs for assembly arrived
at in the same manner as the previous standard costs, we get a total
standard factory cost of $3756•
Standard and Lot -Order Systems Combined
As these lot orders are closed, which means computed and retem in conjunction with our standard cost system. For the purposes of this discussion it suffices for me to state that as production orders are issued, a serially numbered lot -order folder is
written in the planning department, which states the description
and the quantity to be produced of the part, sub - assembly or complete apparatus. The folder provides space for pricing with the
standard unit cost, a summary of the total "actual" cost, the total
standard cost and the variance.
The total "actual" material cost is the sum of the priced and
extended requisitions for material and /or parts which have been
charged to the lot order, the price on the requisitions being the
standard unit cost of the material or parts. The actual labor cost
is the product of the actual hours spent on the order and the
standard labor rates. The actual burden cost is the same departmental hours multiplied by the respective standard burden rates.
The total standard cost is the product of the number of units
produced and the unit standard cost, split into material, labor and
burden.
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The variance is the difference between the total "actual" cost
and the total standard cost, again split into material, labor and
burden.
We appreciate that this so- called actual cost is not an actual
cost as commonly understood. It is in fact a hybrid, but we feel
we should not sacrifice practicability for the sake of correct academic terminology.

Variances and Their Causes
As these lot orders are closed, which means computed and recapitulated, they are examined in the cost department. Any
orders reflecting unusual variances are analyzed, and the causes
for the variance reported to the proper division of the factory management. The kinds and causes of variance, or in other words, the
elements of excess cost, are the same in our company as in any
other. A few of them are excess set -up, low labor efficiency, machine substitution, defective material, defective workmanship, and
poor supervision. Of course, these variances are the exception
rather than the rule. The important point is that our combined
standard cost and lot -order system makes it possible for these variances to be discovered at all in the first place, and promptly
enough to be of value to the shop management in the second place.
After the orders showing unusual variances are analyzed in the
cost department they are turned over to the proper foreman with
written comments.
What we have done is to build up a standard cost of a subassembly and to indicate as we went along some of the uses to
which that standard was put. The principles involved in establishing the standard cost of the gasoline dispensing, motor driven,
computing meter pump are the same. There being many more
parts, it is necessary to list them on a different form, which we
call a blanket requisition.

The Blanket Requisition
It is interesting to trace the origin of the name of that form.
When our standard cost system was first installed this blanket
requisition was what its name actually implies. The parts were
copied from the bill of material for each model number, costed and
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summarized as to the inventory account from which they would
be withdrawn (the credit side of a journal entry) and for process
accounts to which they would be moved (the compensating debit
side of the same entry). It was found after a short while, however, that there were so many and frequent deviations from the
bills of materials, because of changes in design, cost reductions, material or part substitutions, it was impossible to maintain the kind
of inventory control the management in its wisdom considered
necessary. The material movement and accounting feature of the
blanket requisition was abandoned, therefore, but the form was
retained and revised and now provides the following information:
1. Name, symbol a nd qu a ntity of p a rts requ ired per u nit.
2. Unit and extended value of parts.
3. Description a nd va lu e of pa inting a nd cra ting ma teria l.
4. A total and su mmary of these values indicating the amount
each process account should be credited per unit produced.
5. A distribution or break down of these values into material,
labor and burden.
6. T he number of direct man -hours by depa rtments required to
produ ce the pa rts.
7. T he sta nda rd labor and burden cost to assemble, paint and
cra te the pump.
8. T he number of direct man -hours to perform the final assembly, paint and cra te.
9. T he su m of 4 a nd 7 , whi ch is the sta n da rd cost of the p u mp.
10. The sum of 6 a nd 8 , which indicates the tota l direct ma n -hou rs
by depa rtments to produce one pump.

Much of this information is statistical, but nonetheless valuable.
When you observe the use to which we put items 5 and ro, I think
you will agree.
Let us assume that we have a sales forecast of
5,000
4,000
6,000

............................. Pu m p Model 100
............................. Pu mp Model 200
............................. Pu mp Model 500
and that our standard cost records reflect the following information:

Model 100
Model 200
Model 500

Ma t.

Labor

Bu r.

To ta l

$40
50
10

$20
25
5

$35
40
10

$95
115
25
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Direct Man -Hours
Dept. A Dept. B Dept. C Dept. D
10
15
2

5
5
1

5
5
2

10
15
3
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We may then arrive at the following figures:
Number
Total Standard Cost
Forecast Material Labor Burden
Model 100 5,000 $200,000 $100,000 $175,000
Model 200 4,000 200,000 100,000 160,000
Model 500 6,000
60,000 30,000 60,000

Total
$475.000
460,000
150,000

Direct Man-Hours
Dept. A Dept. B Dept. C Debt. D
50,000 25,000 25,000 50,000
60,000 20,000 20,000 60,000
12,000
6,000 12,000 18,000

$460,000 $230,000 $395.000 $1085,000 122,000 51,000 57,000 128,000

Budget Information Obtained
If the entire sales forecast is broken down in the manner illustrated there is available the following elements of a budget: i .
Cash required to finance purchases of production materials and
direct labor pay rolls. 2 . Expected burden absorption at present
standard rates. 3. Expected direct man hours which, with item 2
may indicate the amount. of excess plant capacity or that standard
burden rates should be revised.
I could tie in this phase of our standard cost system with my
previous brief description of how we arrived at standard labor and
burden rates, add to the combination a lengthy study of burden
distribution and application and finish up with a text book which
would add little to current literature on accounting subjects. Our
topic comprehends no such treatise, however.
Before closing I should like to add a word about the blanket
requisition form itself. The original purpose of this form, which
was to control the moving and accounting for parts between stores
and the manufacturing floor, I think was ideal. The writing of as
many as 4 0 0 requisitions in some cases might be saved. We hope
that some day our product will be standardized enough to return
to that particular use of the form.
We know that our system is not perfect, but we think we are
aware of most of the defects. For example, we do not get the variance reports in the hands of shop department managers soon
enough after the performance of the work. We can curtail the
process accounting paper work. We believe we can correct these
defects and others; but, as is well known, major reforms cannot
be accomplished overnight in a relatively large organization.
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CURRENT VS. B ASIC

By Francis I. Heinen, Auditor,
Freeport Journal- Standard Publishing Co., Freeport, Ill.
of the word "standard" reveals at once
A NthatEXAMINATION
it may, and commonly is, taken and used in three different senses in the course of a single discussion. For example, a
standard system may be under review. Let us say that it has been
set up by a trade association for the guidance of the members. In
this connection, the term stands for a model or type. If standard
costs are a part of the accounting scheme, two further considerations are apparent. The question has to do with the type of
standard cost system. The first plan which one may consider may
well be what is called the current or ideal standard system. In
other words, the standards may be looked upon as being what the
actual costs should be as worked out by engineers and accountants.
On the other hand, the standard cost may not be a cost at all ! It
may be only an initial formula— basic, and used to measure trends,
etc., though capable of being adjusted to current price levels by
the application of correction factors, and of being used as a starting point in estimating, pricing, budgeting, etc.
In this manner we have arrived at the point where we may consider the two great concepts, fundamental to the setting up of a
standard cost plan for any business. The old job -order cost system, not without its value in calling the attention of the management to the cost factors involved in the manufacturing processes,
was found to be too wasteful of human effort and to require too
much analysis after the assembling of the final figures for a given
period, while in the end, it furnished no more than a historical
record, and has given way to a new and scientific procedure. The
question is now, not whether a given industry can use standard
costs, but whether it shall attempt to keep its standards in "ideal
figures," frequently revised, or on the basic plan without revision
of the standards themselves except at such times as the manufacturing processes are altered.
The Current Standard Cost Plan Considered
There seems to be little question as to which plan of standard
costs finds most favor at first blush. There is an inescapable appeal
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to a standard which represents a goal to be attained, or "something to shoot at." Such a standard is not the par of the golf
course, however. It must be set so as to be attainable by the exercise of ordinary skill. When standard costs are used to express what products should cost, inventories of work in process
and finished stock are carried on the books at standard cost, and
differences between the actual costs and the current standards are
diverted to variation accounts standing as a direct charge to profit
and loss. If carried out to the fullest extent, the procedure under
the plan may call for the setting aside at the time of purchase of
raw material, any variation between the price paid and the expected current price of the product. Since the theory is that the
standard costs are the justifiable costs, and deviations are the result of some form of inefficiency, it logically follows that no variation should be set up as a current asset by being included in inventories. Ordinarily, however, profits are not anticipated, should
the variations arise from bettering the standards and consequently
prove profitable. In this connection, it is usual to treat individual
gains as off -sets to individual losses.
It is apparent at once, that under the above plan, continual revision of the standards in all phases of the work is a matter of
prime importance, and one of the serious disadvantages of the plan.
It not infrequently happens that the human appeal of the current
standard plan results in the adoption of this system but the practical difficulties in the way of keeping the standards abreast of the
rapid changes in prices of materials and labor rates, soon result
in a condition where the standards are not strictly current nor,
having been occasionally revised, do they afford a fixed basis for
calculating true standards.
Also, the practice of disposing of all variations at the end of each
month, through a charge to profit and loss, or as a deduction from
"normal" gross profits, gives rise to another difficulty because of
the lack of uniformity between production methods by which it is
hoped to iron out much seasonal fluctuation.
Thus the charge off of variations might be expected to be
heaviest during the months when the profits were least. Further
there is the question as to whether all the variations represent true
inefficiencies. Are not some of the so- called inefficiencies merely
360
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losses which might be considered a normal and inseparable part
of the manufacturing processes? The latter seems like a reasonable
question and needs to be carefully considered.
None of the disadvantages of ideal or current standards costs
appears, however, to be insurmountable and need not deter their
adoption whenever it is believed that the particular processes of a
given industry permit the file of standards to be kept really current
and usable under ordinary conditions.
While the detailed accounting technique of the two plans cannot
be gone into in this paper, it might be noted here that the current
standard plan does not call for the introduction of parallel accounts
or the carrying of "dual figures" as is customary under the basic
cost plan. It will be contended of course, that the necessity for frequent revision of the curent standard costs entails a great amount
of clerical labor which would easily off -set the above slight
advantage.
The Basic Standard Cost Plan Considered
Under the basic cost plan, as we have said, the standard cost of
an article is n ot a real "cost." It is a formula which requires
adjustment, the nature of which depends upon the purpose for
which it is to be used. When costs are based upon a reasonable,
normal average it is a comparatively easy matter to make comparisons between actual cost of production and expected cost or to
carry out a large number of other calculations regarding trends,
etc., all without changing the standards which remain as a basis
for the reckoning.
The standards are used as a basis and not as a "real" cost, inventories of work in process and finished goods are carried at the actual costs and the corresponding standards are carried beside them
in parallel columns as previously stated. Whenever goods are sold,
the accounts are then credited at actual costs and the corresponding standards, of course, are dropped. Under the basic plan only
unabsorbed burden is carried apart as a variation. This has the
effect of setting up the cost of production at actual instead of what
it "should have been."
It will be apparent from the above that the disadvantages of
the current or ideal plan can be obviated by the adoption of a system which operates on the metric or measurement principle as in-
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dicated above. The latter method, while it does, as critics are wont
to note, call for double computations in that the basic standard is
first determined after which it is adjusted to current price level, or
in whatever way may be desired, also, at the same time, makes it
possible to handle such adjustments only in totals, so that the labor
is actually less than where a large file of standards must, itself be
changed.
Burden Under the Two Plans
While, under either plan, unabsorbed burden is carried as a
variation so that when a plant is operating at less than a fair degree
of capacity, the goods manufactured under such conditions do not
appear to have been turned out at an excessive cost, an important
difference in the two usual plans is to be noted. Under the current
plan, the burden absorbed for a given production is the same regardless of operating effectiveness. Under the basic plan the
amount absorbed is computed on the basis of the hours actually
run so as to be influenced by the manufacturing efficiency. The
first system simply sets down what the burden "should be "; the
latter introduces another element which is designed to show "what
the real cost was." So many variations in cost accounting procedure are met in actual practice, however, that the above should not
be taken as representative of what takes place in all plants.
It should be made clear here that under the basic plan, burden
rates are kept at an unchanged standard, as are the material and
labor rates and the rate which is to be used to determine the actual
burden to be absorbed on the basis of the hours run, is obtained
by adjusting the basic rate to current price levels. The calculation
of absorbed burden is thus on the same basis as to price level under
either plan, but with the difference in procedure noted in the preceding paragraph.
How Often Should Standards Be Changed?
An important consideration is the question of how often standards should be changed. This is of greatest significance, of course,
in connection with the current or ideal standard cost plan. Generally speaking, standards should be adhered to for the longest
possible period. Executives and others whose duty it is to digest
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the reports have a chance to become familiar with the cost data
and the confusion attendant upon the rapid changing of the standards is avoided. Minor fluctuations can usually be safely disregarded, for it is the very purpose of the standard plan to call attention to such changes. In many cases, standards, even under
the current plan, can remain unchanged for an entire year. Some
firms go over their standards every three to six months. Each
case must be decided on its merits. This is another way of saying
that common sense must prevail in this matter as in all phases of
costing procedure, for the latter is not an exact science.

Choosing a Plan
Here the writer is reminded of what a farmer said about
choosing a breed of chickens. "Get something you like," he advised, "cause if you don't, they ain't goin' to get the right amount
of case." While perhaps business is run on a different principle,
it would not be surprising if that advice were found to have an
element of truth applicable to this situation.
Where the operations are simple, the two plans are found to
have a smaller degree of divergence and the problem is simplified.
In more complex situations, it is possible that purchase contracts
and production schedules still make it possible to adopt either plan
with small difference in actual operation. It may be that the basic
plan wins on logical grounds. It can do all that the current plan
can do, all the while possessing advantages of its own. But it is
novel, comparatively, and it is new and it may be that even scientifically minded industrialists will long look askance at it. Further,
since the beginnings of scientific management the word "standard,"
as was indicated in the first part of this article, has stood for something akin to par. Lastly, it may be that quibbling over method
is academic. It is important that industrailists are thinking and
that industrial policies are gradually being redeemed from guess
work. To this work standard cost systems under either plan have
contributed the psychological power of definite goals. As John
Dewey said: "Men don't shoot because targets exist, but they set
up targets in order that shooting may be more effective."
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